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Opening Shot...
Flog It presenter Paul Martin “arrives”
at the Roundhouse courtesy of
Barrow Hill’s Class 03 shunter.
Photo: Dale Holford

The Roundhouse provides a fabulous backdrop during the Flog It filming. The experts had some fascinating
objects to look at while presenter Paul Martin directed proceedings! Photos: Glynn Wilton
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FRONT COVER:
An unusual combination - cricket and steam engines
- as the cameras rolled for the TV programme Flog It
at the Roundhouse on 29th September 2016.
Photo: Dale Holford

HAVE YOU GOT A MEMORY
OF BARROW HILL IN
STEAM OR DIESEL DAYS?
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Welcome to the final Barrow Hill
Newsletter of 2016. Once more a
year has flown by!

I won’t expand on the HLF work as
I will leave that to Glynn (our HLF
project manager) to detail further in
this Newsletter but you will all be kept
informed of the works and developments
as they progress.

The Heritage Lottery funded work will
start on the Roundhouse in early January
2017 marking the beginning of a new and
very exciting era. The work will not only
give the building protection from further
deterioration and a long life extension but
it will also give us new facilities to show
off to the world whilst still keeping the
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fabulous authentic atmosphere that makes
Barrow Hill Roundhouse loved by many!

However, as we say goodbye to 2016 there
is even more anticipation than usual about
the year ahead.

Do you have photographs of
the depot which we could use in
future issues of the Newsletter?
Please get in touch with Alexa Stott
by post: Barrow Hill Roundhouse,
Campbell Drive, Barrow Hill,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire S43 2PR.
Or email: alexa@alexastott.com

Tel: 01777 860579

From the Manager
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Rail Ale festival in May 2017 which will
undoubtedly be a big fund raiser for
the Roundhouse and bring in a large
number of visitors to see how the work is
progressing and to drink beer of course.
I have said this many times before but it is
worth repeating. I would like to say a very
big thank you to everyone who has played
a part in our success over the years and
here’s to a fabulous 2017.

When the Lottery works are finished
it is intended to have a re-opening
celebration in September 2017 which
will involve a play in the Roundhouse and
also a gala weekend starring a very special
locomotive or two! As they say, watch
this space.

Finally, from me, I hope you enjoy reading
this Newsletter and a Happy Christmas
and a prosperous New Year to everyone.
Mervyn Allcock
General Manager
December 2016

There will also be a temporary break
from the works to hold our annual
3

CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
There is something very special
about Barrow Hill Roundhouse,
the history, the atmosphere, the
smell and of course the team at
Barrow Hill. The Roundhouse
inspires loyalty, commitment,
enthusiasm and pure hard work.

free volunteered service is rewarded
by meeting interesting likeminded
people and by knowing that we have
done a good worthwhile job because
we wanted to. All and every skill or
simple enthusiasm is useful and needed
by Barrow Hill. We have excellent
volunteer mechanical and civil engineers,
archivists, statisticians, accountants,
cooks, labourers and gardeners, front of
house staff for the shop and ticket office
plus firemen, drivers, bar staff and more.
We are like a friendly little village and
if you are not already helping and are
considering volunteering please contact
us via our excellent website or our
incredibly active social media links on
Facebook and Twitter. If you are already
a volunteer I would like to thank you
personally for all your hard work.

I would like to pay tribute to Mike
Kennedy the previous Chairman in
this respect: he guided the progress of
Barrow Hill from April 2013 and now
that he has stood down we can reflect
on his achievements. One thing that was
important to Mike, and I will follow his
example, is that the character of the site
should not change even though new and
improved facilities are essential.
Mike’s parting gift to Barrow Hill is
the Heritage Lottery Fund grant of
£1.1 million to be used partially to
make vital sympathetic repairs and
improvements to the fabric of the
building. The funding will also be used to
make the Roundhouse more attractive
to visitors with much improved facilities
for catering, shopping and, of course,
pristine toilets. Fortunately for me and
Barrow Hill, Mike will remain actively
involved with his sole focus being the
Heritage Lottery Fund project. He will
ensure that the Barrow Hill story will be
told in a way that is appropriate without
changing the character and atmosphere
of Barrow Hill.

also be attractive to the young and be
part of the visitor offer in this area of
Derbyshire. We are part of what this
region has to offer and we need to
build on this. We held a very successful
Christmas Family Fun Day on 3rd
December with an excellent turn out
of over 500 adults who importantly
came with their children. The feedback
from those that attended and those that
volunteered has been excellent, most
importantly the children had a great
time. This type of activity is critical to the
future of Barrow Hill and indicates that
we can develop the visitor experience.
We are on the right track!

will be recognised and promoted on
our website. In return for £1,000 the
companies or individuals will receive a
number of benefits including site visits
during the renovation programme to
view progress and discuss plans. There
will also be discounts on the use of
the new facilities and events and, most
importantly,VIP invitations to the
Grand re-opening, being amongst the
first to experience the new museum
atmosphere. If you are interested
please contact Anita Hollinshead via the
Roundhouse office.
I would like to finish my first Chairman’s
piece by wishing you all a very Happy
Christmas.

Barrow Hill is also enlarging its contacts
with local, regional and national
businesses through our newly launched
Top Link initiative. Top Link partners

Mark Robinson
Chairman

A recent success and an activity raising
the profile of Barrow Hill nationally
was the two days of filming of the BBC
Flog It programme, the results of which
should be seen in about 18 months’
time – hopefully well timed to follow
up on our re-launch. The run up saw
heavy promotion on our social media
feeds and website and support from
local press contacts including BBC Radio
Sheffield and the Derbyshire Times. Over
500 people turned up on the day to
have their precious antiques valued and
the feedback from public and the BBC
team on the day has been extremely
positive. It is difficult to quantify exactly
what the results of our exposure on this
programme will be until the programmes
air but our reputation within the BBC as
a venue to be relied on and ‘produce the
goods’ should not be under-estimated.

Since being officially involved in
Barrow Hill as Chairman I have been
incredibly impressed and humbled by the
professionalism of the team. Professional
in no way implies “paid”. In fact it is
impossible to differentiate between
the keen volunteers and the salaried
staff. It is true that Barrow Hill could
not function effectively without our
volunteers but it is also true that our

Colas Class 60 60096 arrived at Barrow Hill
on 19th October to take a recently refurbished
Colas Class 37 out for a test run.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock

We are conscious that to be sustainable
Barrow Hill must not only appeal to
those of us who remember steam but
4
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HLF UPDATE
MOVING FORWARD PROJECT

INTRODUCING TWO OF OUR NEW TEAM MEMBERS:

After a brief delay to reassure the Lottery
that the lease on the main car park would
not be a problem, the Moving Forward
project is now underway.

Glynn Wilton – Project Manager

During my time at Crich, I obtained over
£1.75m in grant funding and project
managed several projects with various
funding bodies.

You may already know that I have taken
up the post of Project Manager for the
Lottery project at the Roundhouse, but
that may be all you know.

The project has three main strands; the
building work, the exhibitions and school
and community activities. These require
the employment of a building contractor,
an exhibition designer and a Learning &
Access Officer.

borrow objects from national museums
such as the National Railway Museum.
The first steps have been taken toward
the conversion of a MkII coach into
a ‘Learning Coach’ for use by school
groups and family visitors. The coach
will still be available for use at events
and any changes will not be permanent,
allowing for restoration back to original
condition if needed.

I took up the post of Project Manager
on 4th August and the process to
identify the main building contractor,
designer and Learning & Access Officer
were already in process. Two of these
roles have now been allocated: Headland
Design will be designing and installing
the planned exhibitions and Grace
Escott Tebbutt is in post as Learning &
Access Officer.

Grace and I are establishing contacts
with schools, community groups and
other local heritage attractions with
a view to developing the visitor base.
To try out the idea of attracting family
audiences, a Family Fun Day was
arranged for Saturday 3rd December.
The event was extremely successful,
attracting over 800 visitors and lots of
very favourable responses.

Three contractors have submitted
tender documents for the building work
and the submissions are being evaluated
at the time of writing.
Research for the exhibition has been
started with visits to the Derbyshire
Record Office, Matlock and the Midland
Railway Study Centre, Derby.

Two Meet and Greet sessions have
already been held to inform members
about the project and so that people
can get to know us and vice versa. A
number of opportunities for volunteer
involvement in the project have been
identified and BHESS members are
encouraged to contact either Glynn
or Grace if they wish to help out and
volunteer. We will then pass your details
onto Sandy, our Volunteer Coordinator.

Dave Darwin has made a valuable
contribution to the project via several
personal accounts of his time working
in the shed and the Collections team
has begun to identify objects from the
collection for displays and research for
the interpretation.
An additional grant of £23,000 has been
secured for display cases to be used
in the exhibition and to enable us to

Glynn Wilton
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After parting company with the Tramway
Museum after 25 years, I took up
consultancy, helping other museums find
funding and advising on accreditation. I
then took on a two year contract with
Derbyshire County Council as First
World War Project Officer.

I was born in Derbyshire and I have
spent most of my working life in
museums and heritage, having worked
for many years at the National Tramway
Museum at Crich and then as an
independent consultant. I am Treasurer
of the Derbyshire Museum Forum
and Accreditation Mentor for the
Lincolnshire Road Transport Museum.

I have known the Roundhouse for many
years: the building is a railway gem and
a unique survivor and the project is a
brilliant opportunity to ensure that it
gains the wider recognition it deserves.
We have an obviously dedicated team
of volunteers, we have the money and a
plan, we now have to make it work for us.

I originally trained in photography,
with the intention of becoming a
photographer, and my first job was a one
year contract at the Tramway Museum
where they wanted a photographer
to produce prints from the collection
and to document development at the
museum. Three years later I had to seek
another job when the Government
scheme would not extend the contract
again.
The Tramway Museum Society made
me Honorary Photographic Officer,
possibly just to keep me going for
nothing, and it worked! I volunteered
for many years although I had become
a full time professional photographer in
Nottingham. The Museum then offered
me the paid job of Photographic Curator.
Later, after gaining a Diploma in Museum
Studies at the University of Leicester,
I was offered the role of Curator and
ultimately the rather grand sounding
Manager of Museum Development,
Exhibitions and Collections, which
honour gave me the largest business
card in Derbyshire.
7

HLF UPDATE continued...

HEADLINE NEWS & NEWSLINES
learning team in order to provide a
high quality and exciting experience for
visitors. Roles will include assisting family
open days, ‘living history’ characters,
running school tours and workshops
amongst other things.

Grace Escott Tebbutt
– Learning & Access Officer
I am really pleased to be involved in
such a fascinating site and a brilliant
project. My role will be centred around
developing a learning offer to school
groups, families and other audiences and
to provide events and workshops for
them to attend.

Although I was born and raised in
Sheffield, I have a lot of family in
Derbyshire.

I’m excited about working with the
current staff and volunteers at the site as
it is clear that there is so much passion
and enthusiasm for it. I will certainly
be looking for volunteers to join the

My professional background is based
in heritage education. After studying
history at the University of Leicester,
I became an education workshop
deliverer at Museums Sheffield, where I
specialised in the Metalwork Gallery and
the Graves Art Gallery. Following this, I
decided to return to university, where
I gained a Masters Degree in Historical
Research.
My local history interests attracted
me to a job on an HLF funded project
based at Sheffield Manor Lodge, where I
supported other heritage projects very
similar to the one currently happening at
Barrow Hill Roundhouse. It also enabled
me to use my knowledge of the Tudor
period at the heritage site based there.

from the replica Midland Railway water
crane at the bottom of the Ash Pit line.
Interestingly the bag on the water crane,
the part that the water runs through
into the tender tank, is a rare original!
In the good old days, Drivers and
Firemen would cut pieces off to mend
their working boots.

TORNADO RETURNS TO THE
ROUNDHOUSE
On Saturday 13th August 60163
Tornado made a triumphant return to
the Roundhouse. Last time the loco
was here, she left in pieces on road
transport, having been stripped down for
her ten year overhaul and exam.

For the journey back to King’s Cross, the
loco needed to be turned. Unfortunately
the loco is far too long for the
Roundhouse turntable so when the train
was re-formed it left Barrow Hill and
continued north down the Old Road
to Beighton Junction and then via the
ex-GC lines through Woodhouse East
Junction to Sheffield and then up the
long climb to Dore before running down
through Dronfield to Chesterfield. The
journey back to the Cross was a little
different to the outward journey: going
via Nottingham and then to Grantham
to join the ECML to London. Going
down that well known speed track of
Stoke Bank, scene of A4 Mallard’s speed
record for steam in 1938, I am sure the
crew of Tornado would not be trying to
emulate Mallard’s achievement!

Now back in apple green livery, Tornado
was working the “Robin Hood” charter
train from London King’s Cross via
Nottingham to Chesterfield with a stop
at Alfreton Parkway for any passengers
who wished to visit Crich Tramway
Museum. Passengers at Chesterfield
had the choice of visiting Chatsworth or
the delights of the town itself! Tornado
and the coaching stock came to the
Roundhouse for servicing. The train
was placed on the Platform line for the
carriages’ water tanks to be filled and
rubbish removed while Tornado came
down the Ash Pit line for coaling from
a lorry. Four tons were needed to top
up the 9 ton coal space in the tender.
The fire was cleaned of clinker and the
nearly empty tender water tank filled

After the funding for this post ended,
I decided to follow a lifelong ambition
to become a primary school teacher.
Although I loved working with the
children, I realised after three years
that the profession was not for me and
I happily found the post at Barrow Hill
Roundhouse.
I am looking forward to using my
experience in teaching and heritage
education to contribute to the project
and also to building up my own
understanding of railway history!
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Photo: Glynn Wilton
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HEADLINE NEWS & NEWSLINES continued...
Dale came for me and I went into the
Roundhouse to meet the fire officers
who first put some red fluid around my
ears and the back of my head to simulate
blood. Next I was told that I was to be
rescued from under the turntable, having
fallen off and been knocked unconscious
whilst it was moving. I’m not quite as
agile as I used to be but I crawled under
the turntable and laid there waiting for
something to happen.

EMERGENCY AT BARROW
HILL ROUNDHOUSE
Wednesday 12th October started well
with a sunny morning as I picked up Paul
Millington ready for a day’s work in the
Barrow Hill Roundhouse Collections
room (formerly known as the Archives).
We were enjoying our morning drink
when Dale came into the room asking
for some volunteers. This normally
means some people to help move an
unpowered item of rolling stock on to
or off of the turntable. But on this day
it was a different request: to assist the
Derbyshire Fire Service in a training
exercise.

Next they had to get me out of the pit: I
was pulled out, still on the spinal board,
by six firemen. Job done as they say.

Two fire officers crawled under the
table and started asking questions which
I ignored as I was supposed to be out
cold. They then started checking my
injuries and my pulse which they said
was ok (that was a relief!). I was then put
into a neck brace which proved difficult
as the amount of headroom under the
table was limited.

Don Cambridge and I offered our
services and waited to be called.

Next it was Simon Hartshorne’s turn. The
last I saw of him before returning to the
Collections room was him standing with
his arm trapped between the buffers of
two locos and the fire men arriving with
some powerful cutters: the type they use
to cut people out of vehicles. I left the
scene and presumed that Simon kept his
arm! Back in the Collections room the
expected banter took place as I was filthy
and still covered in ‘blood’.

How to get me out was the next
question and it was decided that a spinal
board was the answer. After a wait that
seemed like ages a board appeared and
a number of firemen managed to get me
strapped onto the board.

What an experience! After this I have
even greater respect for the work that
the Fire & Rescue Services carry out.
Ray Temple
A big thanks to Simon Hartshorne
for organising this exercise.

On 30th October a group of classic cars on a
tour of Derbyshire called in at the Roundhouse
where a hearty lunch was enjoyed by their owners
in the Barrow Hill cafe. Photo: Mervyn Allcock

All photos: Dale Holford
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HEADLINE NEWS & NEWSLINES continued...
have been one of the heaviest trains to
visit the shed.

HEAVY WORKING
Monday 8th August 2016 saw another
unusual working at the shed. A train
of limestone en route from Tunstead
to Bury St Edmunds was found to be
overloaded and could not be allowed to
continue its journey. It was stabled in
Barrow Hill Up Sidings until a solution to
the problem could be found.

The train was propelled down the
Platform line into the large car park
where three wagons at a time had
about 5 tons taken off and put in the
empty wagon. This meant the train of
12 wagons had to be shunted three
times. Nigel remarked it was nice to
see the AC Electric locos in the yard,
types he had driven when he was based
at Stonebridge Park taking empty stock
trains in and out of Euston.

Enter once again Barrow Hill Depot,
saviour of problems on the big railway.
Mervyn agreed the train could be
brought on site to be dealt with. A
Freightliner Heavy Haul Class 66 came
light engine from Hunslet Depot, Leeds,
driven by Nigel Gordon, an old colleague
of mine from our days at Worksop
Depot.

A tale of two 08s - Celsa
No 3 Class 08 08924 left
the Roundhouse on 23rd
August heading to the
Celsa steelworks in Cardiff
after overhaul by HNRC.
By complete coincidence
its consecutively numbered
classmate GBRF Class
08 08925 arrived at the
Roundhouse the following
day for repairs.
Photos: Dale Holford

Having arrived at 10.30am, the train
departed back to the Up Sidings at
about 2.30pm. Another job well done at
Barrow Hill.
Dave Darwin

The overloaded wagons and
an empty were brought round
to the Arrival line and all
1,400 tons were hauled up the
Springwell Branch. The Class 66
was doing exactly what it was
designed for, hauling heavy trains
up steep gradients. This must
Below: The Belmond British Pullman once again visited Barrow Hill on 14th September for servicing
and watering, having dropped passengers off at Chesterfield Station for a trip to Chatsworth.
Volunteers Lol Dormer and Mick Stokeley helped with the huge task of watering. 67005 Queens
Messenger and 67006 Royal Sovereign which brought the train into the yard. Photo: Dale Holford

Unloading commences....
Photos: Dale Holford
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Work has started on a short extension to the
Brickyard Siding. These two photos show the
existing siding with the fence starting to come
down and then a shot of the new position of the
buffer stop. Photos: Dale Holford

WEEKEND WORKING
VOLUNTEERS
As always, the weekend working
volunteers have been hard at it recently.
The focus has been the work on the LMS
and MR brake vans but maintenance has
also been carried out on the Drewry and
Class 03 shunter.
Other jobs have included cutting up the
old bullhead rail into 3 foot pieces to be
sent for scrap, unbolting fishplates on
the buffer stop prior to it being moved
for the new siding extension and general
jobs around the site including starting
the clear up for the commencement of
the Lottery works. When the Lottery
works are underway there will be plenty
of on site jobs to continue with and the
list grows every day.

The last Pullman visit of the year. On 18th November, 67012
and 67029 Royal Diamond brought the magnificent Belmond
British Pullman into Barrow Hill for servicing. Dale Holford,
helped by John Smith and Lol Dormer, watered the stock
and disposed of all the rubbish before the train went back
to Chesterfield station to pick up its passengers who had
enjoyed an autumn day out at Chatsworth. Two local police
women snuck in for ‘arrest’ and a look around the opulent
coaches. The Belmond Train Manager looked after them and
spent an hour showing them around, much to their delight.
Photo: Dale Holford

So well done to the weekend warriors
and here’s to more of the same in 2017!

Thanks to our weekend working
volunteers one of our brake vans has
been transformed and will be in use
next year when we re-open.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock
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This photograph shows the newly excavated land
from the new buffer stop position looking back
towards the yard.
Photo: Dale Holford
Fully refurbished DRS locomotive Class 37 37403 basking in the sunshine after completion of overhaul by
Barrow Hill-based DRS staff in November 2016.
Photo: Dale Holford
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EVENTS

One thing is for sure, the BBC team were
full of praise for the Roundhouse and the
team’s help with logistics, venue preparation
and marketing in the weeks leading up to
the filming and on the day itself.

Mervyn – as well as Dave Darwin and Jon
Pridmore will be seen in due course telling
their stories and sharing memories of the
Roundhouse.

FLOG IT!
There was a tremendous buzz in the
Roundhouse on 29th September as the
queue formed outside the gates and the
team inside made their final preparations.
Yes, the BBC’s Flog It programme had
arrived and we were all looking forward to
seeing the treasures that might be revealed
to the experts and cameras.

This certainly won’t be the last time the
cameras are seen at the Roundhouse – we
are now very much on the map as a great
venue with all the facilities and knowledge
to help make great TV and, who knows,
maybe a film or two as well!

We had no idea how many people might
turn up on the day but clearly the word had
got out and over 500 people came to the
Roundhouse with items big and small and
some fascinating stories to tell. The BBC
team picked out around 20 people to talk
to in more detail in front of the cameras
but everyone who came got a valuation of
their treasure. Unfortunately there was
no long lost Constable landscape or even
an original Terence Cuneo but there were
some interesting pieces of railwayana which
had their moment of fame in front of the
cameras. The final piece in the filming
jigsaw took place a few weeks later at
Hansons Auctioneers in Etwall on Thursday
20th October when the items that had
been picked out at the Roundhouse in
September went under the hammer. And
the results…? Well you’ll just have to wait
and see when the programmes air in 2017!

In fact the BBC team had been on site the
previous day as well, filming excerpts that
will appear in the programmes when they
are aired in approximately 12-18 months’
time. Our very own “Mr Barrow Hill” –

16
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EVENTS continued...

CHRISTMAS FAMILY FUN DAY
This was a surprise addition to our events
calendar for 2016 and a great success by all
accounts!
Our new Learning & Access Officer, Grace,
wanted to get a feel for the appetite for
smaller events, particularly those aimed at
families, and so it was that on Saturday 3rd
December we welcomed over 800 visitors
to the Roundhouse, the vast majority of
whom were families with small children.
The event was kept deliberately simple
with children’s colouring and other
activities taking place in the coal-fired

18

warmth of the eating area and turntable
demonstrations and brake van rides for
those willing to brave the cooler air in the
Roundhouse and outside. The Collections
team put on another of their fantastic
displays with some fascinating items from
our collection.
With “The Railway Children” playing on
the television and hot chocolate and mince
pies on offer in the Café, this proved to be
a wonderful prelude to Christmas. And it
appears there is certainly an appetite for
more of this type of event when we reopen next year.

Photos: Glynn Wilton

With four camera crews in operation at the same time, there was certainly plenty of action in the Roundhouse.
Photos: Glynn Wilton

Picture This. . .
Almost ready for the off, having already taken on coal,
60163 A1 Tornado has her tender tank filled with
water from one of the Roundhouse water cranes.
Photo: Glynn Wilton
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EVENTS continued...

RAIL ALE
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RAIL ALE 2017

THE MOST AT
MOSPHERIC
BEER FESTIV
AL OF THE YE
AR!

Plans are taking shape for Rail Ale 2017
which is taking place on 18th, 19th and
20th May. Tickets are now on sale*
through www.seetickets.com with a
special Early Bird offer which is only
available for the month of December. So
you’ve still got time to take advantage if
you’re reading this over Christmas!

On the gate prices will be:

Thursday 18th May £5.00
Friday 19th May
£9.00
Saturday 20th May £9.00
Rail Ale will be open from 12 noon to
11pm on all three days with over 350
beers and ciders on offer. There will be a
wide range of craft keg and world bottled
beers on offer as well as fruit wines.
Entry will include a commemorative glass
and festival programme. There will be
free train rides until 5pm on Friday and
Saturday, live music from brass and jazz
through to rock and a wide variety of
food stalls.

Ticket prices* in December 2016 are:

Thursday 18th May £5.00
buy 10 tickets, get 2 extra free (Thursday only)
Friday 19th May
Saturday 20th May

People came from near and far with their hidden treasures, hoping
also perhaps for a moment of fame in front of the cameras.
Photos: Glynn Wilton

£6.50
£6.50

Tickets will go on sale locally on 1st
March 2017 from a range of outlets
in Chesterfield, Sheffield, Derby and
Nottingham.

We’ve got some exciting new ideas at
the planning stage so keep an eye out
on the dedicated festival website www.
railalefesitval.com for more news over
the coming months!

Ticket prices* from 1st January 2017:

Thursday 18th May £5.00
buy 10 tickets, get 2 extra free (Thursday only)
Friday 19th May
Saturday 20th May

£7.00
£7.00

Please remember, no under 18s are
allowed in the venue after 5pm on all
days.

*A booking fee applies for online sales.

Two Class 40s in the Roundhouse for repairs seen
from the turntable pit. Photo: Mervyn Allcock
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EVENTS continued...

DAVE DARWIN REMEMBERS...
collection of the late Peter Fox. We move
from the nineties into the 21st century
which sees the end of British Rail and into
the privatisation era. Privatisation began
in 1994 with the passing of the track and
infrastructure to Railtrack and was completed
by 1997. We see the end of the Inter City
Sector and the BR image giving way to the
new operators and liveries.

SOCIAL EVENINGS IN 2017
Please note that our Social Evenings will
continue to take place at Hollingwood Hub by
the Chesterfield Canal until the Roundhouse
re-opens. We will advise any change of
location on our website and social media.
19th January - Dave Darwin
- Shed, Shunt and Shuttles
We are delighted to welcome Dave back to
entertain us with more tales, anecdotes and
pictures from his lengthy railway career.

17th August - Mike Eggenton
- East Coast: York to the North
Following Mike’s excellent presentation in
2015, which was billed as London to Scotland,
there was so much material that only York was
reached before boiler pressure was under the
red line! Now with a full head of steam and
the safety valves about to lift we are ready
for the right away. Mainly BR steam but some
diesel and electric traction too. How far north
will we get? Come along and find out.

16th February -Ted Hancock
- The Jubilees of Millhouses Shed:
On Shed and Out on the Line
A photographic celebration from 1935 to the end
of 1961 and the disposal of the class after closure.
16th March - PSOV - Main Line 2016
Karl Jauncey and Dave Richards are no
strangers to Barrow Hill and we welcome
them back to present their annual DVD show
with a look at steam on the main line the
length and breadth of the country during 2016.

21st September - GB Productions
- Steaming Through Britain
Graham Briggs and the team make a return to
Barrow Hill to present another DVD show of
preserved steam at work throughout Britain. A
two part show with one part dedicated to steam
on the main line, the other dedicated to steam on
a wide selection of the country’s heritage railways.

20th April - Robert Pritchard
- Ten Years Plus on Platform 5, Part 2
Robert enters the digital era as he continues
his tour around the UK and Europe showing
images taken between 2007 and 2013.
18th May - Roy Wilson
- A Second Evening with Roy Wilson
Roy’s presentation will include art, notices
and signs. There is sure to be something of
interest for everybody.

19th October - Mervyn Allcock
- Saving a Roundhouse
The story in pictures of the project to save
Britain’s last operational roundhouse.
16th November - Les Nixon
- Trains in the Snow
Wide ranging UK scenes from the mid-sixties
to the present day along with a selection of
foreign content too.

15th June - Paul Chancellor
- Colourail Live
Mr Colourail himself joins us to show a
selection of images from the Colourail
Transport Archive.

21st December - Christmas Social
Wait and see!

20th July - Andy Barclay
- Peter Fox Collection, Part 4
Andy continues to present images from the

Don’t forget to keep an eye on the Barrow Hill website and on our Facebook and
Twitter pages for detailed and up-to-date information on our exciting plans for the
2017 events and, of course, our ever popular Social Evenings.
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Wagons on Shed
Loco sheds are not usually
associated with freight wagons but
in steam days everything that was
needed to keep the locos maintained
and running came to the shed by rail.

on the ground would, at a signal from the
coal men that they were ready for the new
wagons, indicate to the Fireman that all was
clear for him to take a run at the bank.
The Driver would position himself near the
run back catch point in case the loco failed to
get the load up and needed to have another
go. More often than not the Fireman-cumdriver, not wanting to show that he wasn’t
up to this moment of glory, would succeed in
getting the wagons up and, most importantly
of all, stop in the right place.

The most common commodity was of course
coal. Barrow Hill would use around 900 tons
of coal and coal products a week. This came
from the collieries and coal preparation plants
in a variety of wagons: wooden eight plank
high 12 ton capacity wagons,16 ton all steel
mineral wagons or 20 ton double door all
steel wagons specially built for coal traffic.

It was all about going hard enough to get up
but not too fast to stop. The loco could not
enter the coal stage and care had to be taken
not to hit the buffer stop at the other end of
the line or the wagons might end up in the
machine shop!

The all steel type of wagon was much favoured
by the coal stage men, who had to empty
the coal by shovel into 10cwt tubs to tip
into loco tenders or the bunkers of tank
locos. Shovelling out of steel wagons with
their smooth floors was much easier than the
wooden wagons with their bolt heads and nails
on a generally uneven floor. Striking a bolt
head sticking up out of a wagon floor would
give a coal man a nasty arm jerking shock. Four
wagons would be placed on the coal stage
platform, one man to each wagon. 12 to 20
tons of coal would be shovelled and wheeled
away in the 10cwt tubs in an eight hour shift.

The empty wagons from the coal stage would
be used for loading ash and clinker from
loco fireboxes. Steel wagons were used in
preference to wood for obvious reasons but
even so much water was sprayed on them.
Another heavily loaded wagon was sand,
which came in three plank high wagons with
“Return Empty to Leighton Buzzard” (where
the sand was quarried) printed on them. It
was wet and needed drying and then riddling
for use in loco sand boxes.

The coal stage and beyond held 11 wagons,
enough for 24 hours of coal. When the four
on the coal stage platform were empty, the
coal men would request a pull in of four more
wagons by the shed shunt crew.

Being a freight depot, Barrow Hill used a
lot of sand in locos which had to work on
colliery and branch lines with poor rail
head conditions. A wagon of sand or more
would be used every week in winter, being
emptied by the shed’s cleaners upgraded to a
labouring rate of pay. The old Sand House is
still standing, adjoining the Bay Platform line.
Where the Roundhouse passenger carriages
now stand would be a wagon of sand with a
couple of cleaners proudly showing off their
new found skill at using a shovel, heaving it up
into the sand oven.

The day shift shed shunt – a Driver and
Fireman – did most of the shunting, including
the coal stage. They would take the empty
wagons out and replace them with full ones.
The most exciting moment would be when
all 11 loaded coal wagons were marshalled
together to be pushed up the incline of the
coal stage bank. The loco and wagons would
be pulled up to the dead end (Shunt Neck)
with the loco in maximum steam and a good
fire on. The Driver in charge of operations
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Other wagons coming on shed would contain
scrap wood from Derby Works. These would
be placed in the shed near the Sand House to
be used in the sand drying furnace.

suitable wagon for transit to Derby Works to
receive attention. When they returned, they
would be lifted out again using the sheer legs
and put back under the loco. This entailed
much winding of the sheer legs handles. Again
the cry would go up from the Foreman Fitter
“Cleaners wanted!” The winding took four
pairs of hands, two on either side. The pulley
had to be wound up and down again, there
was no free run coming down.

Oil and paraffin came in 45 gallon drums in
common user wagons five planks high. These
would be placed in the Garden siding, again to
be unloaded by the versatile cleaners by rolling
the barrels and drums down a ramp similar to
those used by brewery delivery lorries.

Something else sent to Derby Works was
engine smoke box ‘char’: small particles of
cinder drawn from a loco’s fire into the
smoke box. This was cleaned out by the
Firemen on disposal duties and put in a
separate pile at the end of the ash pit. The
cleaners loaded it into wagons which went
back to Derby Works, where it was used to
fuel the Works’ own power station. This was
all good housekeeping which was the way of
the pre-Grouping companies and much of it
was continued by BR.

Brick arch bricks came in 12 ton five plank
high shock wagons to avoid damage in transit.
Loco springs arriving by wagon needed strong
hands to unload and wheel them away on sack
barrows to their storage racks. Fire bars and
fire irons all came by wagon too, to be placed
on their special racks in the shed.
A 12 ton goods van would arrive from Derby
Works and be put in the Garden Siding where
the Storekeeper would supervise its unloading.
Large bundles of cloths (white rags), firing
shovels, etc. would all be hurriedly secreted
away into the stores out of harm’s way. Large
bags of cotton waste would be unloaded and
put into an outside lean to building. It wasn’t
very pleasant stuff as it could contain discarded
sewing needles which could end up sticking in
the hands of the unwary.

When 41E closed to steam in 1965
and became a diesel depot, part of the
Roundhouse was turned over to the Carriage
& Wagon Department for the repair of
crippled wagons. Fast forward to the present
day and the Roundhouse still has visits from
freight vehicle: petrol tank wagons, Freightliner
vehicles, heavy mineral wagons, all coming on
site for repairs or other attention.

When a loco had been lifted using the sheer
legs and its wheel sets removed, the sets
would be lifted using the sheer legs into a

A 20 ton double door loco coal wagon.
Photo: Dave Darwin

HISTORICAL CORNER NO. 43
Although the completion of the railway in its
entirety was more than three years away, its
financial success was already assured based on
the potential traffic that these mineral deposits
would generate. Henceforth, the tunnel
symbolised the coming of the railway and thus
a lifeline to the success of the district. The
North Midland route was initially completed
as far as Masborough and opened on 11th
May 1840, where the line met the Sheffield &
Rotherham Railway. The stone carved portals
of the tunnel are especially elegant and today
are Grade II listed.

THE EARLY DAYS OF THE CLAY
CROSS COMPANY
It was a lucky day for George Stephenson on
2nd February 1837, when the excavation of
Clay Cross railway tunnel commenced. He
was the Engineer as well as the Contractor,
engaged in building the North Midland Railway
from Derby to Leeds and therefore he was
entitled to possess any minerals or other
materials encountered along the way.
The first steps in building the tunnel were
to excavate six vertical shafts, sunk along the
alignment of the tunnel. From these, twelve
horizontal headings were begun towards both
portals, where two more headings were in
progress. The traditional method of assuring
the correct alignment of a tunnel was to lower
heavy plumb bobs, one down each shaft. Then,
within the adjoining headings, three labourers
with hand-held “ranging rods” (wooden
staves) would position the rods vertically
to be aligned by sight with each other,
together with the plumb bobs, thus indicating
the correct orientation of the tunnel. The
minimum working width of the headings at
this stage only needed to be sufficient to allow
two wheelbarrows to pass each other. Any
serious errors in the alignment would then
be easily corrected when the headings were
subsequently widened out to the full double
track width. The vertical shafts would be
permanently lined with bricks or stone blocks
and in due course become perfect ventilators
to disperse the smoke from the locomotives.

Coal was already being mined in the area
on a small scale prior to the arrival of the
railway. Packhorses were used to transport
the coal on a turnpike road that had been
opened in 1756 to serve nearby Sheffield
and Derby. However, supplying the demand
for coal from further away by such means
was simply not feasible. What was needed
was the generation of employment for local
workers to exploit the minerals and better
communication, which the new railway was
to provide. From the early days, the district
centring on Clay Lane held the monopoly in
local coal supplies as competition from the
neighbouring South Yorkshire coalfield was not
to be fully developed for another twenty years.
With the completion of the railway there
followed the development of local industry and
consequently the growth of the town that was
to become known as Clay Cross.
When established in 1839, the founding
company was named George Stephenson
and Co., with the principal aim to develop
the local mineral wealth, especially coal, iron
ore and limestone. The members of the
board of directors were George and his son
Robert Stephenson, George Carr Glyn (Lord
Wolverton) as Chairman, Sir William Jackson,
JP and Sir Joshua Walmsley, the Member of
Parliament for Leicester. Stephenson’s son-inlaw Charles Binns (who was also Stephenson’s
private secretary) became the Works Manager.

It was quickly discovered that below ground
a rich seam of coal existed, together with an
outcrop of good quality iron ore. The grade of
coal in particular was found to be very suitable
for the production of coke. This indispensable
mineral was used exclusively in the steam
locomotives of the day, as well as being a vital
ingredient in iron ore production. The length
of the tunnel at Clay Cross was 1,784 yards
(1.63km) and it took nearly two years to build.
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HISTORICAL CORNER NO. 43 continued...
George Hudson, the “Railway King”, William
Jackson and Joseph Sanders were the financial
backers, with Samuel Morton Peto MP and
Edward Betts as construction advisors. The last
two named were also partners in the firm of
Peto, Brassey and Betts, a well known railway
contracting company of the day.

rails and at the same time the track gauge
was altered to 3’-10 1/2” (1180mm). The line
was then operated with steam locomotives
with the incline portion using cable haulage.
The incline itself was double track, operating
with two loaded and two empty wagons
on adjacent tracks which were connected
to each other by the hauling cable via a
large diameter horizontal pulley wheel and
thus counterbalanced, with the descending
loaded wagons pulling up the empty ones. No
evidence of the track work remains in situ
today although much of the route is still largely
discernible on the ground. Following closure
the bullhead rails were all sold and lifted for
re-use by the Talyllyn Railway Preservation
Society and removed to North Wales. The
most notable surviving feature is Fritchley
Tunnel. However, for safety reasons the
portals are now blocked off. Famous for being
officially the world’s first railway tunnel, it has
been previously debated in Vignoles number
34. After the ballast extraction for building the
North Midland Railway had been achieved, the
quarry served a bank of 20 lime kilns next to
the Cromford Canal at Ambergate, which were
in operation from 1841. By necessity limestone
then had to be found from further away, such
as the quarries in the Matlock district served
by the canal. The Ambergate kilns finally closed
in 1966 and today the quarry at Crich is home
to the National Tramway Museum.

George Stephenson had also approached the
owner of Cliff limestone quarry, close to the
village of Crich and a convenient source of
track ballast. It was agreed that Stephenson
would be granted a 50 year lease on the
quarry with the intention of extracting
the limestone. The quarry was served by a
narrow gauge “plateway” of 3’-6” (1067mm)
gauge with cast iron edge rails of 3’-0” length
(915mm) set onto stone blocks as sleepers.
The total length of the route was 1 mile 440
yards (2.011km) and included a steep incline
down to the basin on the Cromford Canal at
Hag Farm, near Bullbridge. The wagons were
moved in rakes by horse power but upon
reaching the top of the incline, the horses
were unharnessed and the wagons simply
released. Some skill was required in controlling
the descent of the wagons, with brakemen
either running alongside and thrusting “sprags”
(wooden brake sticks) between the spokes of
the wheels to slow the descent or riding on
the wagons and applying lever brakes. The local
newspapers of the day often recorded tragic
events in graphic detail when fatal accidents
had occurred. After unloading, the empty
wagons were hauled back up the incline by
horses at a more leisurely pace to the quarry.

The Company had built homes in and around
the village then named as Clay Lane, initially
for the tunnel navvies and later, as they sank
the new colliery workings, for the miners
and their families. Nearly 400 houses were
built and they were praised at the time for
each having four rooms instead of the more
usual two. The Company produced all their
own bricks when the first brickworks was
installed within the main works. Later this was
replaced by a larger brickworks next to the
railway, using modern kilns with a capacity of
5,000,000 bricks per year. The Company also

By agreement, this plateway was completely
reconstructed and extended under
Stephenson’s direction. The original
meanderings of the first plateway alignment
largely followed the natural contours of the
land. The route was improved by straightening
out the curves, which involved building new
cuttings and embankments with stone faced
retaining walls. The iron edge rails were
replaced with lightweight bullhead rolled steel
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provided the rapidly expanding town with all
its needs for gas supplies and, later, electricity
generation. The larger properties included
Hill House, built in 1833 and acquired by the
North Midland Railway in 1837 to become
the office of their Resident Engineer, Fredrick
Swanwick. In 1840 the Company built Eldon
House as its main office headquarters. The
largest house in the town was named Clay
Cross Hall, which was built in 1845 for the
Company’s General Manager, Charles Binns.
It later became the home of the Jackson
family, when Sir William took over the running
of the Company from 1871, until 1974. By
1846 the population of the area had reached
almost 1,500. As the Company prospered,
the population of the town grew and by 1857
there were 2,278 inhabitants recorded. Apart
from domestic housing, a school, two churches,
shops, a Mechanics Institute and a doctor’s
clinic had been established. Springfield House
was built in 1866 as the residence of William
Howe, the Company Engineer. The Colliery
Manager Thomas Houldsworth had Alma
House built for his family in 1875 to the west
of the town, which stood in its own extensive
parklands. The house was named for the Battle
of Alma which occurred in 1854, being the first
victory in the Crimea Wars. During these early
days of development, the growing town was
virtually governed directly by the Company. A
Local Board took over the administration in
1878 and by 1894 Clay Cross Urban District
Council had been established. Many of the
earliest navvies houses were demolished in
the 1920s. However, the houses occupied by
the works foremen and pit deputies in Egstow
Terrace (also locally known as “Gaffers Row”)
have survived to the present day.

of the original company. The Stephenson
Company then became known as the Clay
Cross Company, taking its name from the
developing township of Clay Cross. Sir William
Jackson, having previously purchased all of the
Company’s remaining interests, became the
sole proprietor of the Clay Cross Company,
transferring the business into a limited
company in 1913.
The Clay Cross Company had been
concentrating on the production of pig iron
ingots and brick making since 1846. The price
per ton of coal had fallen drastically and as a
result there was a glut of coal on the market.
Fortunately the four collieries owned by
the Company remained open, principally to
supply the coking ovens. From 1839, there
were up to 280 beehive type coking ovens in
operation, which were supplying fuel for steam
locomotives and the nearby blast furnaces.
The Company started sending finished iron
work to the London market by the North
Midland Railway as early as 1849. By 1870,
the demand for coal had thankfully returned,
with one tenth of all the coal reaching London
being sent from Clay Cross, totalling 385,632
tons. Coal was supplied far and wide via the
Midland Railway and, later, the London &
North Western Railway. Most Derbyshire
railway stations had a permanent Clay Cross
coal depot. There were also ten such depots in
London with two more in Northamptonshire.
Coal was regularly supplied on a contract
basis as far away as Bristol, Southampton,
Portsmouth and Norwich. The original coking
ovens referred to above were replaced in 1903
by more efficient and much larger “Simplex”
type ovens. Unlike the beehive ovens, these
had airtight doors and effectively baked the
coal to extract the gases.

On 12th August 1848 George Stephenson died
at his home, Tapton House in Chesterfield,
and on his death his son Robert succeeded
to his father’s position. In 1852 Robert
sold his shares in the Company to Peto,
Walmsley and Jackson, three directors

By the time of the outbreak of World War
One in 1914, the Company operated a
brickworks, three blast furnaces, an iron
foundry, coke ovens and seven collieries. At
Ladmanlow on the Cromford & High Peak
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HISTORICAL CORNER NO. 43 continued...

STEAM LOCOMOTIVE DEPARTMENT NOTES

a total batch of 80 wagons, each having
side doors, one end tipping door and two
bottom doors. These were built by Harrison
& Camm of Rotherham in 1909. They had
a capacity of 15 tons of iron ore with six
plank construction and they were numbered
consecutively from 1101 to 1180.

Railway, Grin limestone quarry had been
purchased from the Buxton Lime Firms Ltd.
The Clay Cross Company then managed the
quarry, which produced crushed limestone
and slaked lime from the kilns. Near Matlock,
two more lime kilns were established.
In 1925 the company built the narrow gauge
Ashover Light Railway to provide a rail
connection to reach additional limestone
deposits (for which see Vignoles number 32,
Winter issue 2012). The line was notable
for using war surplus American-built steam
locomotives, previously used in France during
World War One. The route ran from the
Clay Cross main works to Ashover Butts, a
distance of 7.25 miles (11.7km). The railway
was eventually closed on 31st March 1950
when Butts limestone quarry was exhausted.

The building of new wagons for the Company
commenced in 1865 and eventually reached
1,280 in total, the last batch of 100 wagons
being built in 1913. This total quantity of
wagons does include two batches of wagons
that were on short term hire in quantities of
50 in 1863 and again in 1880. Unusually for
typical Private Owner wagons, the top planks
or the side doors on some wagons carried
advertising slogans such as “Pig Iron Makers”
and “Gas, Steam and Water Pipes”.
Some of the newer wagons from the 1909
and 1913 orders were requisitioned in World
War One by the Ministry of Munitions and
used to convey home-produced iron ore,
much needed for essential wartime steel
production. Given the high density of iron
ore, a full payload of 15 tons by volume could
be carried in a relatively small open wagon
but this necessitated having steel underframes
(instead of the usual timber frames of the
day) and larger than normal axlebox bearings.

Gas producing plants also existed at Crich,
Fritchley, Ambergate and at Clay Cross
itself. Further collieries were purchased to
ensure continuous productivity, including
Wingfield Manor colliery near Alfreton in
1920 and Bonds Main colliery at Temple
Normanton which was purchased from
the Staveley Company in 1924. At the
peak of coal production, the Company
owned and operated ten collieries. After
Nationalisation of the coal industry in
1947 to form the National Coal Board, the
Company concentrated on brick making
and the quarrying of limestone. Due to the
changes in manufacturing processes and the
lack of demand for pig iron, the original blast
furnaces were demolished in 1959. This
created much needed space for expansion
and two modern hot-blast cupolas were built.
This enabled the Company to embark on a
new venture with the design of a flow line for
the manufacture of ductile iron spun pipes, a
product for which the Clay Cross Company
became especially famous internationally.

In the Roundhouse work
continues to go very well on Steve
William’s Hunslet Austerity loco
number 68006 as the restoration
progresses. A recent inspection
of the boiler by the Inspector
did not reveal any surprises so
work can progress now on the
front tube plate and the washout
plugs, etc. whilst mechanical work
on the chassis continues in the
Roundhouse.

step will be fitting the saddle tank and
then the vacuum brake equipment.
The rest of the locomotives on display
are all kept clean and oiled on a regular
basis. Midland Compound number 1000
and several other exhibits are on loan to
the Roundhouse courtesy of the National
Railway Museum with whom we continue
to enjoy an excellent working relationship.

Vulcan had a quiet season for the first half
of 2016. We had a list of jobs we wanted
to do on her over the winter period ready
for this season and these were duly done.
Vulcan then went on hire to Beamish
Museum in July for the rest of the season
and she is performing well there on the
shuttle service at Rowley station.

Peckett 2000 has been given a good clean
down and “winterised” whilst awaiting her
ten yearly boiler overhaul. It is hoped to start
on this in January and very possibly off site.
Andrew Whitehead’s large Hawthorn
Leslie 0-4-0ST Swanscombe is now making
massive progress and is not far away
from her first moves under steam. The
boiler is now secured down in the frames
and the cab restoration work is largely
complete, as is all the motion, brake and
lubrication work. The cladding and lagging
are now back on round the boiler barrel
and secured by the boiler bands. The next

As mentioned elsewhere, we had the
pleasure of Tornado calling in at the
Roundhouse for servicing on Saturday
13th August, making good use of the
facilities at Barrow Hill. This was part of a
rail tour itinerary and it was good to see
her back on site again even if it was only
for a few hours.
Martyn Ashworth

It is thanks to the robust nature of these
steel underframes that our two wagons have
survived intact for so long. This includes
their last few years of loyal service on public
display in Clay Cross mounted on a plinth
with their wheels welded to the rails! Our
preserved examples are firstly the 1909
prototype number 1101, which is restored in
authentic Clay Cross livery. The other wagon
is lettered as “Barrow Hill Roundhouse” and
carries its genuine number 1112. After much
effort by our hard working volunteers, both
wagons are now fully restored to working
order.

At Barrow Hill, we have two preserved
representatives of Clay Cross Private Owner
mineral wagons. They are examples from

Class 40 D212 in an
unusual guise of ghostly
grey undercoat prior to
receiving its top coat of BR
Blue. Photo: Dale Holford

Vignoles
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A Day in the Life of a Midland 1F
PART TWO
1

I recently acquired an
extensive collection
of photos of Barrow
Hill and Staveley,
many of which were
taken within the
Works showing the
1Fs going about their
work.

In Part One of this series in
the last Newsletter I focussed on Barrow
Hill survivor 41708. I have talked before
about 41708 and the 1Fs being very much
a part of the Barrow Hill story and these
photographs explain better than I ever
could why this is the case.

2

Other 1Fs that will hopefully feature in
future articles are 41739, 41734, 41835,
41875, 41803 and 41763. The photographs
are all credited where the copyright
holder is known but the majority are
undated or the copyright holder is not
marked. They cover mostly the period
from 1948 until the end of steam at
Barrow Hill in 1965 and were taken at a
variety of local locations or at or in the
shed itself.

3

Photo 1: Taken by M A King on 9th May
1694, this shows 41804 busy shunting in
the Devonshire area of Staveley Works.

7

Photo 2: This photo was also taken by M
A King, this time on 11th January 1964,
and shows 41804 descending from the
coaling stage at Barrow Hill Shed.
Photos 3/4/5: These were taken by M A
King on 22nd February 1964 and were
taken at a number of locations within
the Works complex.

8

Photo 6: This shows 41804 doing
some shunting in the Works itself and
is the copyright of G W Sharpe. Date
unknown.
Photo 7: This depicts 41804 going about
her everyday shunting work within the
Works.
5

An undated photograph but photo
8 looks like a winter scene given the
generally gloomy appearance and the
shunter’s large rain coat.
For now the sole surviving Barrow
Hill Midland 1F number 41708 sits
patiently in the Roundhouse where
she was based all of her working life,
awaiting our attentions. A classic
Midland loco in a working roundhouse
railway depot – both are remarkable
survivors.

6

Some of the 1Fs were more widely
photographed than others and it seems
that 41804 was possibly the most
photographed of them all. These are just
a few of the many shots I have of her hard
at work within the Staveley Ironworks
complex.

4
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In Part Three we will feature Barrow
Hill based 1Fs numbers 41739 and
41835.
Martyn Ashworth
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DAVE DARWIN REMEMBERS...

The 8Fs at Barrow Hill
– History Unearthed
From their introduction into
service in 1935 the Stanier 8F
2-8-0s were part of the allocation
of steam locos at Barrow Hill.

with the loco over a pit.
The small pony feeders (oil cans were
always known as feeders or tallow pots)
were not part of the loco’s equipment
so the Driver would have to go and find
them. They would be filled with oil and
the wooden bung which was attached
by a chain would be put in while being
transported. The feeders would be placed
on either side into the oiling points, bungs
removed and allowed to empty.

They replaced the unpopular Fowler 0-8-0
7Fs commonly known as “Austin 7s”.
The 8Fs were very popular locos with
both loco crews and shed staff right
up to the end of steam in 1968. They
worked heavy freight trains away from
Barrow Hill with coal from the local
collieries to places such as Birmingham,
Wellingborough, Heaton Mersey and the
Leeds area. Unlike the Fowler 7Fs and
4Fs, the 8Fs had an outside motion which
was much easier for the Driver to oil,
unlike the Fowler’s inside motion.

Invariably, not being carried on the locos,
once used they would be removed and left
on the side of the pit where hopefully the
next man wanting them would find them.
However, in the smoky dim light of a loco
shed they could be accidentally knocked
into the pit, amongst the water and
ash. Along would come the shed or pit
cleaner and the small feeder pot would be
shovelled up into his barrow and dumped
down the bank to be lost for ever…

A Driver getting on in years could find it
difficult to clamber onto an inside motion
to oil the big ends. A considerate Fireman
would do this chore for him, perhaps
being rewarded with a little drive on an
easier stretch of the journey. The only
Achilles heel of the 8F was the oiling of
the pony truck, the “2” of the 2-8-0 wheel
arrangement. This could only be done

Back to the present day and the chaps
with the shed business in the old Canteen
are clearing the ground next to the drive
to put their sheds on and the little feeder
pot is unearthed, probably preserved by
the oil left in it. Luckily it wasn’t put in
the skip; instead Dave Croft, realising it
must be of historical interest, puts it on
display on the counter. Enter yours truly,
popping into Dave’s garage to make an
appointment for a car service. Instantly
recognising the pot and telling Dave what
it had been used for, he kindly gave it to
me and now it is back in the Roundhouse
– in the Collection – where it belongs.
Thanks to Dave Croft and the lads at
the shed business for their vigilance and
realising it wasn’t just any old piece of tin!
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VOLUNTEERS’ REPORT
Firstly, let me wish all volunteers
and members a very Merry
Christmas.

However, some volunteers have not yet
sent in their photos for their badges to be
produced and I will be in touch with those
people in due course.

It has been a real pleasure working with you
all over the last few months and I apologise
for not being able to keep in touch as much
as I would have liked, due to some technical
hitches on my part I’m afraid, especially when
my laptop failed and I had to replace it. Luckily
all the data was saved; I just had the laborious
task of reloading it all onto a new laptop and
adding more data from lots of paper notes!

Having spoken to both Grace Escott Tebbut
(our new Learning & Access Officer) and
Glynn Wilton (Project Manager for the
Moving Forward project) it seems that there
will be more opportunities for volunteers to
get involved in wider range of roles, such as
guiding and interpreting to mention a couple,
and that training will be provided for anyone
interested. They have also offered to arrange
a couple more Meet and Greet sessions in
the New Year so that more volunteers and
members can come along and discover the
range of roles available to them and also to
see how the building work will affect any
volunteering in the interim whilst the work
is being carried out. The Meet and Greet
sessions are quite informal and informative
and you can ask as many questions as you
wish. Those that have attended the last couple
of meetings have found them very useful and
well worth going to.

Since the very successful Rail Ale event where
all the volunteers worked their wellies off
and did a really fantastic job, the summer in
comparison, has been relatively quiet. So the
volunteers have been getting on with routine
maintenance work and outstanding repair
work. The two brake vans that they have
been working on are looking really superb
now.

Tornado came in for a service and clean-up of
all her carriages during August and my thanks
go to all those who volunteered to help out:
the day went very smoothly indeed.

Many, many thanks to the volunteers who
helped out at short notice at the Family Fun
Day on 3rd December. I was unfortunately
unable to attend due to a prior engagement. I
hope you all had a good day.

We had an unexpected bonus event for
volunteers at the end of the summer with
the recording of Flog It on 29th September.
This was a very successful day with Barrow
Hill volunteers working hand in hand with the
Flog It personnel. It was a fascinating day on
all counts for all those who attended whether
as a volunteer or member of the public
bringing in their items to be checked. We have
had very positive feedback from both the
public and Flog It team and we are all looking
forward to the release of the programme
onto TV next year.

We are also looking for someone to take up
the role of Assistant Volunteer Co-ordinator?
If anyone is interested in this role please
contact me on ramoth150@aol.com and I
will forward you a job description and we can
work from there.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity
to thank Paul Millington for all the support he
has given me over this last year, I hope I can
keep up the standard that he has set.

All the volunteers that I have seen at the
events since June have had their ID lanyards
and badges issued to them. I still have quite
a few lanyards and badges in my box to issue
and so I will arrange a date and venue in
the New Year so that you can collect them.

It promises to be an exciting 2017 and I look
forward to working with you all during the
year!
Sandy Crawley
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FROM THE COLLECTIONS TEAM
Things have quietened down a
little in the Collections team and
not just because we have hidden
Don’s bugle!
The majority of items have been identified,
accessioned, photographed and marked.
We have now settled to the intriguing
tasks of splitting collections and looking at
and identifying 1000s of old images.
The collections are of particular interest
as we are not just looking at individual
objects but we are taking a peek into an
individual’s life on our railways and we
feel quite privileged to do so. In a way
this has made us look at other items in
our collection with different eyes. Items
that we might have discarded before as
not being of display quality are now being
thought about as treasured items used
by previous employees. As has been said
before, the Roundhouse story is about
people as well as machines, fixtures and
fittings. We have an old Drivers 4 aspect
Bardic lamp [photo 1] which had been
repaired at some point. The handle had
broken and had been replaced by a bent
piece of copper tube, not very pretty
but totally functional. This suddenly
has become more than just a damaged
artefact but an object that someone had
used and handled over many years and

2

had taken the time to repair.
The same could be said of a lunch box
with a smooth, well-used handle once
owned by R.V. Miller [photo 2] and the
battered lodging box marked “A. Buxton”
Staveley LMS [photo 3].
The collection of photographs is also
producing some challenges. We have a
collection of stereoscopic prints [photo
4] for which we are on the lookout for
an original viewer. We are also working
through very many photographs where
we are taking time not only to identify
the locomotive but also the location and
possible time frame.
With the HLF award there are challenging
times ahead for the team. Our collection
must soon be carefully packed and
moved to a temporary, secure location
whilst our storage and working rooms
are refurbished and improved to ensure
that items can be stabilized and viewed
by generations of visitors to come.
Although the collection is currently
housed in a controlled environment
and carefully monitored, we are very
aware that the concrete floor is starting
to show signs of the ingress of damp
as the de-humidifying unit continues to

1
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draw out the moisture from the air and
our insect traps occasionally have some
interesting and colourful visitors. These
are not ideal conditions for ferrous
metal objects and distinctly dangerous
for paper, card and fabrics. The dirt and
dust has also resulted indirectly in the
loss of a computer too (thank goodness
for backups!). Incidentally, our use and
interpretation of our environmental
data recorder, in conjunction with
our dehumidifier and heater, has been
featured on the website of the supplier
of the recorder as an example of good
practice.

3

keep the objects in their donated state,
‘weathered’ is the term, whilst completing
whatever work is necessary to prevent
further deterioration. Another possibility
is to prepare the objects sensitively
for display, restoring to nearly new
condition. The Collections team has
now had detailed training on the means
of doing both. Which, I have been told
quite forcibly, does not involve pressure
washers and tins of Dulux!

On the plans, our new rooms look
excellent with the walls, floor and ceiling
suitably lined as recommended by
conservation experts. The store room has
more space and we are going to have more
extensive and much improved facilities to
put our precious items out on display!
In spite of this move we are still on
the lookout for more items for our
collection. Some people are hesitant to
offer items even as a loan
because they form precious
memories. If you don’t wish
to part with something
- precious photos or
documents perhaps - we
could always scan and
record them, return the
originals and acknowledge
your ownership in the
item description. It’s a
good way of ensuring that
your memorabilia will be
preserved and be enjoyed
by our visitors.

Mike Creagh

‘To clean or not to clean’
has been a question in
our minds for a long time.
One line of thinking is to

4
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MONEY MATTERS
Welcome to the Winter edition
of “Money Matters”, meaning
another year has just about
finished!

that the shop has been open on all Saturdays
and Sundays this year, as well as several
weekdays (Rail Ale and the Flog It filming day
spring to mind) so I would like to say a huge
“thank you” to everyone who has given their
time to help achieve this.

EVENTS
No major events have taken place since
Rail Ale in May, given the uncertainty
surrounding the date on which the site
would have to close for the HLF-financed
building work.

Shop sales, admission fees and cafe takings
provide us with a significant regular weekly
income and the volunteer staff involved,
together with our volunteers in the shed
(or outside), provide a very useful point of
contact with our visitors. This interaction will
become increasingly important in the “new
world”; fortunately we are quite good at it!

However, the two days the BBC spent
filming three episodes of Flog It in the
Roundhouse on Wednesday 28th and
Thursday 29th September brought us
a site fee and some business for the
shop and cafe and also the promise of
immeasurable benefit next year when
the episodes are shown on national
television, exposing the Roundhouse on a
programme which regularly attracts over
two million viewers.
We certainly couldn’t afford to advertise
on this scale and hopefully this will be a
major help in attracting new visitors.

SHOP, WILDLIFE REPORT & CAFE

We have also paid the budgeted transport
costs for returning long term exhibit
LMS Stanier 2-6-4T number 2500 to the
National Railway Museum in York.

At present it is unknown exactly when the
new shop and cafe will be ready to open to
the public, but I look forward to re-opening
with much improved facilities when that time
comes. Please watch the website for details.

The accounts for the year ending 31st
December 2015 for both our companies,
Barrow Hill Engine Shed Society Limited
(BHESS) and Barrow Hill Limited, our

Moving Forward, the Heritage Lottery
Fund (HLF) financed project is gathering
momentum now with legal fees, architect’s
fees and other costs reducing our bank
balance. The number of regular paid staff
at Barrow Hill has doubled recently with
the addition of two new members of staff,
Glynn Wilton and Grace Tebbutt, to work
on the project. Welcome to both. Glynn has
already submitted our first application to
the HLF for reimbursement of the costs we
have incurred between July and October
to ensure that we manage our cash flow
effectively. He is also having some success
in identifying and sourcing grant funding for
our “Collections” activities and other areas.

With the shed cat nowhere to be seen,
I dashed over to find the baby mouse
sitting on the fireplace. It must have been
disappointed to find that the fire was not
lit and allowed itself to be coaxed out
from behind the fireguard. I managed to
catch it and took it outside to release it
back into the wild (well, the car park).
Our Shop volunteers have worked very
well this year and it is pleasing to report
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trading subsidiary, have been submitted
to Companies’ House. The BHESS annual
return has been completed on the Charity
Commission website and the accounts
uploaded. It will soon be time to start the
whole process again for the 2016 accounts!
I wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.

Nigel Atkinson, ACMA, CGMA
Treasurer

The Trustees are convinced that this
investment will be quickly repaid in
additional rental income, which will help
finance our contribution to the HLF
project.

At the time of writing, we were expecting
the shop and cafe to be closing to the public
after the close of business on Sunday 18th
December in common with the rest of
the site to allow the HLF building works
and refurbishment of the Roundhouse to
commence.

SPENDING AND THE HLF
PROJECT

With apologies to Phil Hodgkiss and his
much loved and missed Wildlife Report,
I have to report that I was involved in a
“first” whilst serving in the shop on a cold
Saturday 19th November. A lady had just
sat down on the chair by the door for a
rest when she jumped up and exclaimed
“Aaargh! A mouse!”

Naturally enough, capital spending other
than that associated with the HLF project
has been put on hold to allow us to
concentrate our funds on that project.
However, there has been one exception:
we are financing the extension of the
siding next to the brickworks to enable us
to offer increased storage of rolling stock
for existing or new commercial customers.

ACCOUNTS, COMPANIES HOUSE
AND CHARITIES COMMISSION
This beautiful beast appeared at the
Roundhouse one summer Sunday. Could a car
expert out there tell us what it is?
Photo: Mervyn Allcock
LMS Class 8P 6201 Princess Elizabeth entertains the
crowds at a Staveley Barrow Hill MPD open day.
Photo: Trevor Dean
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AND FINALLY…
Mervyn realised, when he looked
at this photo closely that the
bracket you can see behind
the loco on the Roundhouse
wall still exists today. It is little
things like this that make the
Roundhouse so special.

Above: Barrow Hill on 25th July 1976 with 20065 and 20213 to the fore; 20010, 20206, 20079 and 20060
also in the line up. Photo: Unknown
Below: Dancing sunbeams around the J17 in the Roundhouse. Photo: Dale Holford

AND FINALLY…
FROM THE EDITOR

In this current photo below, you can see the lamp
bracket still on the wall between the two carriages.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock

A big thank you to all the contributors
to the Newsletters which have been
published this year, especially for your
huge efforts with our celebration 50th
Newsletter.
Photographs, articles and anecdotes:
have combined to produce a really
entertaining read.
And next year promises to bring even
more fantastic stories and photographic
opportunities.
It only remains for me to wish all our
readers a Happy Christmas and a
Prosperous and Peaceful New Year.
Alexa Stott
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Crowds gather as Tornado returns to the Roundhouse for servicing during a rail tour.
The support crew and Barrow Hill volunteers worked together to make sure the engine
was ready to go back out on the main line right on time.
Photos: Glynn Wilton

